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November 17, 2013 

Isaiah 65:17-25 

Luke 21:5-19    Opportunity in the Rubble 

 

Today, Jesus is not messing around. If you have come here today hoping 

to meet the Jesus who is nice, sweet, and doesn’t challenge you, then 

I’m sorry. Today that Jesus isn’t here. Today you get the blunt Jesus, the 

gloom and doom Jesus, the Jesus who has no time for nonsense. This 

Jesus is talking violence and suffering and destruction. He’s talking 

worlds crumbling. Sacred places falling. Wars commensing. Hold on, 

because the end is coming. And, it will bring some pretty bad stuff like 

arrests and persecution and imprisonment and betrayal and even death. 

The end is coming and hardship is coming and faith will be tested. Get 

ready, Jesus says. This isn’t going to be easy. 

Jesus isn’t messing around. He has no time to mess around. He and the 

disciples are at the end of things. The end of their journey. It’s the end of 

their ministry together. The end of their mission to heal the sick and 

open blind eyes and establish the kingdom of God. It is the end for 

Jesus. It is the 21
st
 chapter of Luke. And Jesus and his disciples are in 
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Jerusalem. Where he will be killed. It’s the end of everything. Get ready, 

Jesus says. It’s all about to come apart at the seams. 

This talk about the end of things starts innocently enough. Jesus and the 

disciples are at the temple observing the crowds and the hustle and the 

bustle and one of them comments on how big the temple is and how 

impressive it looks and how lovely the stained glass windows are in the 

afternoon. And wow and gosh and it’s that amazing. Innocent comments 

really. But Jesus is in no mood for it. He is in no mood to talk about 

stunning stonework or the colonnaded archways or the fancy fountains 

and sculptures. None of it matters. The end is coming. And every bit of 

that temple will be gone. All its stones will be pulled down. And 

everything will be swept away.  

The end is coming. And nothing will make it. As eternal as we think 

some things in this world might be, they will all fall and fade. 

Everything, even the most majestic of things, will pass away. There is 

nothing that is permanent. Take the Houston Astrodome as a modern 

example. Built in 1965, the Astrodome was called the eighth wonder of 

the world. It was the first domed, air-conditioned stadium. It was the 
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home of Astro turf. It hosted the likes of Elvis Presley, Mickey Mantle, 

and Billy Graham. But its synthetic field is ruined, its luxury box seats 

are torn and stained, trash fills the aisles. The city of Houston just voted 

down a tax referendum that would save it. Even the most amazing and 

wondrous things in this world will crumble and fall. 

That’s what Jesus is telling his disciples. Only he isn’t talking about a 

sports facility. He is talking about the most permanent structure on earth 

for them. The temple in Jerusalem. God’s temple. It was  the place 

where Abraham nearly sacrificed Isaac. The place where the Ark of the 

Covenant once sat. The place where the holiest of holy places was. The 

Temple was the place where God touched the earth. And the building 

was massive, built with imposing stones, decorated with extraordinary 

ornaments. It inspired worship and awe. “How lovely is your dwelling 

place, O Lord of hosts!, writes the Psalmist. A day in your courts is 

better than a thousand anywhere else.” If any place would last forever, it 

would be the Temple. The temple would never fall. What place would 

be like that for you? What building? A holy eternal place. A family 
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home. A vacation spot. A camp. A sanctuary. Where is your Temple? 

What structure can you not imagine living without? 

The Temple was at the heart of the people of Israel. And yet Jesus was 

predicting that it would be destroyed. Not one stone would be left upon 

another. Forget its grandeur. Forget its beauty. Forget its sacred place at 

the center of the universe. The temple would be swept away. And not 

later in a thousand years. Soon. Very soon. The end is coming, says 

Jesus. The end of everything. Imagine how shocking it would be to hear 

that. That the most meaningful place in the world will be gone. 

Surprisingly, the disciples do not seem to be too upset about it. They 

don’t seem surprised at all. They don’t do what many of us would do if 

we found out we were losing something important. They don’t ask why. 

They don’t ask why the temple will be destroyed. I mean, that’s what I 

would ask if Jesus told me what he told them. Why? Why will the 

Temple fall? Why must stones be thrown down? Why does it have to be 

destroyed? And why so soon? It seems funny that the disciples aren’t 

interested in why. That’s because they already know why. Why is 

because Jesus is the Messiah. And the Messiah brings an end to things. 
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The Messiah pulls down old institutions. He removes the powerful. And 

lifts up the weak. He brings an end to the way things are. And he 

establishes a new heaven and a new earth, like Isaiah says. The disicples 

know this. And they are ready for it. They are ready for stones to be 

pulled down and for things to be swept away. The disciples are prepared. 

Because that’s what following the Messiah means. So they don’t ask 

why. Only when. When, Lord, will this be? 

Jesus says, it’s just a matter of time. The end is coming, not just for the 

powerful. Not just for the establishment opposed to Jesus. The chaos and 

destruction is coming for the disciples as well.  The gospel writer, Luke, 

has Jesus speaking to his disciples, but really Luke’s words are for those 

in the early church and disciples to come. When Luke wrote his gospel 

around the year 75, the temple had already been destroyed. Jerusalem 

had been ransacked and the temple had been demolished by the Romans 

in the year 70. The early church had lived through the disaster that Jesus 

predicted. And they were living in the future apocalypse he described. 

War, earthquake, famine, persecution. Their world had crumbled. They 

were being arrested and betrayed by friends and family. Their 
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communities, their very lives had been swept away. And it seemed like 

the end had come. But they didn’t ask why. There was no need to ask 

why. And when, well it was already happening. The only question for 

the community now, was how. How would they face it? How would 

they make it through the chaos and hardship? 

Maybe you are asking that question right now. Maybe you are 

wondering how you are going to make it. In that place where everything 

is swept away. That day you lose your house or your job. The day a 

family member betrays you. The day you get the bad news from the 

doctor. The day you get a phone call from the police. The day your past 

catches up with you. The day the future is denied to you. The day the 

world crumbles. And everything is thrown down. Why?, you ask. Why 

me? Why now? You can wear yourself out wrestling with the whys. Or 

the when? When, Lord? When will it happen to me? Today? Tomorrow? 

Next year? When will hardship and disaster strike my life? It’s just a 

matter of time. But Jesus does not say why and he does not say when. 

He simply says, It will happen. You will face hardship and difficulty and 

chaos. You will feel like your world is collapsing. Not one stone is left 
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on another. But do not be terrified. All hell will break loose, but do not 

be afraid. You will be persecuted and handed over to those who can 

destroy you. But, Jesus says, this will give you an opportunity to testify.  

Did you hear that, fellow brothers and sisters? We will have hardships 

and we will have struggles and we will experience times when the world 

crashes down around us. But Jesus says, not to be afraid. For it is an 

opportunity for us. It is an opportunity to show the world what we 

believe. It is an opportunity to share what our faith is made of. That’s 

what it was for the early Christians. Each arrest, each persecution, each 

time they were harassed by the authorities, it was an opportunity to show 

people what it looked like to love their enemies and pray for their 

persecutors and defy the power of the world with the power of Easter 

morning. The question for us isn’t why or when trouble will come. The 

question is how we will live when it does. How can we see every 

moment, good or bad, as an opportunity for God? 

November 9, 2013 marked the 75
th

 anniversary of Kristallnacht. On that 

day, Nazis organized attacks on Jewish synagogues and stores in Berlin 

and across Germany. They told people to make it look like spontaneous 
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demonstrations. They told the police not to interfere. They told the fire 

stations not to go put out fires unless they affected Aryan homes. One 

thousand synagogues were burned. 7500 businesses were ransacked. 

26000 Jewish men were arrested and sent to the concentration camps. 

And the remaining Jews were fined by the government and forced to 

clean up their neighborhoods. And Christians everywhere kept silent. 

Trouble is coming. The world will be scattered and torn apart. It’s not a 

question of why or when, but how will we see it as an opportunity to 

testify. But don’t worry about how you’ll do it, Jesus tells us. Don’t 

worry what you’ll say. Don’t worry about making a statement. I’ll take 

care of that. Just show them you trust me. Show them that you have 

faith. Show them you have hope. Show them you believe not in them 

and their power and their temporary structures in the world, but you 

believe in the permanent power of God and the permanent power of 

God’s resurrection. 

What if your hardship is an opportunity? What if the chaos you are 

facing is your moment to witness?  To defy the powers of the world. To 

renounce evil and all its ways. To refuse to take an eye for an eye or to 
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give in to vengeance, but to show there is a new way that God is doing 

things. What if your time of trial was an opportunity to let God be God 

in your life? 

Our Woodford County Food Bank is currently in the old elementary 

school in Versailles. Those of you who have been there know the kind of 

shape it’s in. The roof leaks. The space is cramped. There’s hardly 

enough room for people to get around. It’s not handicapped accessible. 

And to top it off, the Woodford County School board has announced that 

the Food Bank can no longer stay in the building. It has to leave. By 

May 31. Add to that the growing number of families who don’t have 

enough to eat. On November 1, funding for food stamps was cut. A 

family of four will get 36 dollars less every month. To you and me, that 

doesn’t sound like a lot. But that’s three or four days of food they can’t 

afford now. Every 3
rd

 Wednesday nearly 80 families show up at the 

barns at Falling Springs to get commodity boxes of crackers and noodles 

and canned fruit and peanut butter. It’s not fancy stuff, but you should 

see it, they said. People start showing up at 6am for the 9:30 delivery. 

Those are our neighbors. People from Midway. Kids and older adults 
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and disabled folks and people out of work, the most vulnerable brothers 

among us. The people at the food bank say they know at the end of this 

month, they don’t know how they will meet the demand. 

But here’s the opportunity. The Food Bank board is planning to build. 

They are raising money for a new place out at Falling Springs near the 

Senior Citizen center. It will be accessible. It will have a safe waiting 

area for families. It will have a car port, so people won’t have to load 

things in the rain. And they already have people volunteering their 

professional services from design to painting to publicity. But they need 

money and they need support. They need a community that sees this as 

an opportunity to show what it believes. 

There are so many ways that our world is in chaos. Things are crumbling 

and falling apart. But Jesus says, do not be terrified. Do not be terrified 

of the hardships that will happen in your life. Don’t worry about why or 

when. Know that it’s an opportunity. An opportunity for faith. An 

opportunity for God. An opportunity for us to be part of that moment 

when God busts out some resurrection and God’s Kingdom comes. Get 

ready. The end is coming. But so is the beginning. 


